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Summary of Innovation Proposal
What is the problem and how are you solving it?

Problem: Communities everywhere are experiencing "an epidemic of loneliness." The accelerated

pace of life, divisive cultural/political issues and pervasiveness of technology/social media have

given rise to an increase of loneliness and social isolation across all demographics. These trends

have been exacerbated by the pandemic.

Proposal: The Great Good Bench, a network of safe and welcoming social spaces designed to
encourage interaction and conversation for anyone feeling isolated or lonely.

Action Steps to Execute Your Plan
How will you implement your idea?

1.) Identifying location(s) (outdoors and/or indoors) on library grounds and within the community
where Great Good Bench(es) can be situated.
2.) Designing, sourcing materials, and constructing the GGB space(s).
3.) Creating signs and informational pamphlets for the GGB space(s), describing its intended
purpose as a site for conversation and interaction with strangers/neighbors/friends.
4.) Holding informational/promotional events about the loneliness epidemic and its effect on public
health, community engagement and the economy and introducing the GGB initiative.
5.) Training volunteers interested in "staffing" the GGB space(s) as dedicated conversational partners
during the initial rollout of the space.
6.) Stocking the GGB space(s) with conversation starter card packs and materials about how to have
better conversations/how to listen.
7.) Offering library programming about how to have deep conversations, the art of listening, and
having discussions despite disagreements/differences.



Value to Minerva Libraries
How can this project help other libraries?

The GGB initiative can be easily replicated at any library throughout Minerva and the wider world for
little more than the cost of some simple building materials, a few books & printed resources and the
buy-in of staff and volunteers interested in addressing loneliness and social isolation. These
often-hidden problems touch every community and exact a grim toll. This proposal aims to create a
stepping stone towards greater social connection, via the simple act of conversation.

Resources Needed
Where are you allocating the funds you receive?

Funds will go towards purchasing building supplies for the initial outdoor GGB space, as well as
printed conversation card packs and books addressing the issues of
loneliness/connection/conversation. Remaining funds will be used to create an indoor GGB space,
and to purchase smaller, portable GGBs for deployment at parks, beaches, shopping centers, and
off-site community events.

Timeline for Execution
What steps will be completed when?

Books, conversation cards, and other resources will be purchased immediately. Informational events
about the loneliness epidemic and the GGB initiative will be planned immediately, to be held in Fall
2022. On-site locations, building plans and materials will be researched and sourced immediately.
Construction on initial GGB space will take place Summer/Fall 2022. Volunteers will be recruited
Summer 2022 and trained Fall 2022. Construction of additional GGB spaces will begin Spring 2023.

Potential Issues
What barriers might you need help with?

Drawing up schematics/constructing the GGB space(s) will require the assistance of appropriately
skilled community members. Speakers/experts will be invited to present on topics of loneliness,
social isolation, conversation and connection. Volunteers will be recruited to assist with "staffing" of
the GGB space(s) during initial rollout. These are all surmountable tasks. Perhaps the biggest barrier
will lie in convincing the community that the loneliness epidemic is real and deeply problematic.

Metrics for Success
How will you prove that what you've done has worked?

GGB space(s) will be stocked with visitor journals and questions/prompts for users of the space(s)
to record reflections and assess whether or not it helped them feel more connected to another
person. There will also be questions/prompts for repeat/regular visitors to the space. Additionally, all



users will be invited to convene in a group setting at regular intervals to discuss their experiences
and assess how the GGB space(s) might be improved and to connect with other users.

Anything else we should know?

The name Great Good Bench is a play on sociologist Ray Oldenburg's 1989 book "The Great Good
Place", about the importance of, and need for more and better "third places" in our communities. The
GGB space is less of just a solitary bench, and more of a compact, comfortable, and inviting,
specially-built space designed to encourage interaction, conversation, connection, and ultimately,
community. Thank you for this opportunity to submit this idea -- it is much appreciated! Be well.


